
VETERAN’S Coalition: Priority Issues Discussion Summary 

The meeting was delayed while waiting on additional participants.  Power outages and prior night’s 
severe weather damage was suspected for low turnout.  Nine individuals attended in addition to 
Jessica Beckendorf and Joseph McGrath.  The meeting commenced at approximately 6:10 PM.  A 
review was provided for those who may not have been present during the prior rating process, 
resulting in the Histogram Bar Chart of Priority items to address for improvement.  Results from the 
evening are provided in the second half of this summary.  Meeting Situation and Recommendation 
are provided directly below. 
 

SITUATION:  With just nine individuals present, the following approach was taken: 

         It was suggested by myself to conduct open discussion on the Top Priority, that being 
“Communication” abbreviated as Bar “IT” in the Histogram. 

         The very first comment was somewhat rhetorical in that it suggested that 
“communication” is exhibited in “people” as well as “facility” and should perhaps be 
combined.  The individual who was not present at the last session and did not have the history 
of the prior discussion.  I steered the discussion back to the verbal part of communication 
which was intended by the “commo” criteria.   

         Next, two individuals began to tell how to build a clock when simply asked for the time. It 
was nearly half an hour before the session was able to be put back on track to achieve some 
concrete results. 

         It became obvious that greater control is necessary in future sessions in order to gain 
maximum human intel in an effective manner.  One or two individuals will always Grandstand 
the discussion while bloviating of personal detail and little regard for others time and 
attention and the original topic or question to address. 

         The immediate fix was to divide the room in two and provide a piece of paper for a scribe 
to capture the ideas of the group.  At this time approximately 15 minutes remained.  Jessica 
joined the one group and I the other.  Our objective was to facilitate ideas generation from 
the group on the topic of communications.  Group notes follow the Recommendations below. 
 

RECOMMENDATION:  The following may be one solution to controlling future time and discussion. 
1.       Refrain from opening discussion to a group when seeking broad spectrum ideas 
concerning an issue.  Every group will have the Grandstanders who will monopolize the time, 
thereby setting up for distraction, waste, lost audience, and disappointment from the group. 
2.       A better approach would include; a) introduction of the topic, b) Review of the process, c) 
assign task by breaking into groups, d) initialize INDEPENDENT (no discussion) thought within 
the group (say 10 minutes), e) each group assigns a scribe, f) individuals present their written 
ideas to the group ( only those written bullets are accepted at this time),  g) the scribe 
annotates these to chart paper on easel,  h) group discussion begins only after ALL individual 
bullets are scribed.  Ideas may be grouped but none erased.  Group can add new bullets 
resulting from discussion of the bullet list. I) Group scribe briefs the Coalition on the results of 
independent thought and group discussion.  This may greatly enhance existing and introduce 
new ideas had by the presenting group. 
 
 



RESULTING BULLETS FROM EACH GROUP: 

GROUP I: 

1.       Parades 

2.       Radio Ads – specific to events 

3.       Facility – City Hall 
4.       Service to other Veterans (Mentor Program) 
5.       Similar experience connection (Mentor Program) 
6.       Rituals in meetings / Internal Communications ?? Award & Recognition Ceremonies ?? 

7.       Posters at Gas Stations / Grocery 

8.       Internet / Facebook 

9.       Age Relation / relationship 

10.   External Visibility 

 
Interpretation and comment (JMM):  Are we effective?  What is the Target Audience?  What is the 
communications media?  What is the Message?  Is the Mission & Vision clear?  Are they appealing to 
the Target Audience?  Are these effective, functional, relevant and timely?  Target Audience is 
younger generation/Iraq, Afghanistan, Global based U.S. military.  All are busy and they utilize 
extensively the internet / social media, many with cell connectivity. That would make FB and other 
social media a great medium of COMMUNICATION.  The Coalition pretty much recognizes Social 
Media as important. However are the items above being considered and if so, effective?   Group II 
mentioned the necessity for it (Facebook) to be FUNCTIONAL. After asking what that meant, it was 
stated that it viewed functional as being relative and of value to the media visitor. The site must be 
attractive and appealing, easy to use, find, and provide effective links for; services, benefits change, 
directory of helpful contacts, contemporary articles on “need to know” information such as education 
benefits, investing, legal and estate planning, health and insurance, loans, seeking disability 
assistance, etc.  **Essentially Communication within the Organization needs to be high speed – low 
drag, modern, relative & functional, organized, easy to use and find related links, directory for 
assistance.  The Desert Veterans Group (Rep from Ron Johnson’s office) spoke most about functional 
internet information.  DAV did not appear to communicate the functionality as did the Desert 
Vets.  One key may include having an Organizational “Marketing Approach or Statement”.  Do they 
clearly articulate a Mission & Vision in brief succinct terms?   
 
GROUP II: 

1.       No dues or minimal dues 

2.       People with similar stories 

3.       Networking 

4.       Social Media – make it functional, useful 
5.       Image 

6.       Collaborate with other Veteran Organizations 

7.       Welcoming 

 


